
Brand Strategy and Design for High Tech and Med Tech

Following are two sample report pages from a Copy Tuneup
report presented to Centripetal. 

These pages show the level of detail in a typical tuneup. They also include 
the symbols used to highlight any key questions or issues that may come up 

as a result of our review. Every question or issue will be discussed and a result
determined before the report and content are fi nalized.

C O P Y  T U N E U P

WEBSITE TUNEUP

SYMBOLS

?

! =    indicates the need for a more involved discussion on a specifi c subject 
that may have implications that go beyond the scope of the website

=    indicates a question that needs resolution



This sentence doesn’t make sense. What is it trying to say?

CleanINTERNET hasn’t been introduced. On the home page, and on the site in general, 
Centripetal and CleanINTERNET seem to be used interchangeably and Threat 
Intelligence Gateway and other products aren’t presented clearly. This needs to be 
part of a discussion on how the products are marketed.

Centripetal and CleanINTERNET used interchangeably.

For the site and elsewhere, we need to decide if this is should be treated as a formal 
name (Threat Intelligence Gateway or a term (threat intelligence gateway).

Is CleanINTERNET the only product someone can buy? Is it only available for 
purchase or is it also available as a service? Would people even be able to just buy 
this by pressing a button, or  is there some kind of engagement needed by a 
salesperson fi rst?

First time the relationship between Centripetal and CleanINTERNET spelled out clearly.

Home Page

Threat Intelligence Gateway or a threat intelligence gateway?

?

?

!

!
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Add question mark at end of head.

The drop down under the Solutions tab only lists CleanINTERNET solutions for di� erent 
size companies, yet there is a list of solutions on the About Centripetal page that 
includes these products: Threat Intelligence Gateway, ACT, and RuleGate. Are these 
also o� ered as solutions?

The main Solutions page and the CleanINTERNET for Enterprises drop down page are 
the same. Recommend that only the drop downs are active and rwe eference Enterprises 
in the main headline like we do for SMBs, Compliance, and Providers.

Make bullets consistent. Should read as follows:

•  Lowers false positives through bulk enforcement of milions of complex 
IOC rules, paired down from hundreds of millions of indicators

•  Greatly reduces event volume through intelligence-based fi ltering and 
data aggregation

•  Converts indicators to action on a continuous basis, as intelligence 
feeds are dynamically updated

Is Threat Intelligence Gateway a term or a formal name?

Is Threat Intelligence Gateway a term or a formal name?
Here it seems to be applied as both.

The enterprise has a major problem. There are too many breaches. 
Companies have far too many security incidents. And teams who set out to 
apply intelligence to defeat advanced threats have the right idea initially. 
Why?

• Organizations cannot apply threat intelligence at-scale.

•  High latency rates limit real-time prevention of known threats. Less than 
1% of compromise indicators are persistently applied to an organization’s 
defense

Without a single platform that can process the amount of threat intelligence 
necessary to actively defend the business, security teams have been 
struggling. Firewalls and IPS systems are not the answer.

Centripetal has solved this problem with its invention of the Threat Intelli-
gence Gateway. This solution will fundamentally changes how cyber teams 
fi lter bad tra�  c based on intelligence, allowing them to:

This allows organizations to:

• Eradicate threats based threat intelligence enforcement

• Focus on investigating the 10% of threats that are unknown

Companies have far too many security incidents. And teams who set out to 
apply intelligence to defeat advanced threats have the right idea initially. 

I don’t understand what this
sentence is getting at

The color tints separate the info incorrectly. 
The two sections below need to be 

clearly delineated.

delete period

Solutions Page/for Enterprise

?

?

?

The main Solutions page and the CleanINTERNET for Enterprises drop down page are 
the same. Recommend that only the drop downs are active and rwe eference Enterprises 
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